Attorney outlines pending lawsuit against University

by Mary Frances Callahan
Senior Staff Reporter

Last winter, 66 women initiated a lawsuit—which is to be heard in St. Joseph's District Court in Nov. 24—charging the University with sex discrimination.

Of the 66 women, 50 are currently faculty members, according to attorney Charles Barnhill, who is representing the women in a class action suit. Barnhill, of the Chicago-based Charles Barnhill & Associates, yesterday explained the grounds of the lawsuit.

"Notre Dame systematically discriminated against them (the plaintiffs)," he contended.

Timothy McDevitt, general counsel for the University, said the women are charging that they were discriminated against in several areas. Some plaintiffs claim that their denied tenure; others claim they were denied jobs—because of the their sex.

Whether or not the lawsuit can be settled out of court remains nebulous.

When asked if negotiations were pending to reach such a settlement, McDevitt replied, "At the present time, no. Right now, it surely looks as though we'll be in court on the 24th."

Barnhill, however, responded to the same question by saying, "I'm not at liberty to say anything right now." He said he would "have details" in the near future.

Several years ago, Brown University was involved in a similar lawsuit. McDevitt explained that the court decided that it would keep a watchful eye on Brown to insure it complied with legal guidelines. A more recent case at the University of Minnesota resulted in a settlement, according to McDevitt.

Barnhill contended, however, that the "rulings in the past have gone against the women." He attributed unfavorable rulings to

Anti-crime program includes Chem-Shield

By David Richelbaugh
Staff Writer

In an attempt to combat the rising crime wave at Notre Dame, Student Government has developed a crime prevention program which includes the selling of Chem-Shield, a mace-like spray housed in a leather case key chain, at the Hammes Bookstore starting Friday.

Chem-Shield is an irritant that affects the would-be attacker's respiratory areas, eyes, and skin. The mugger's eyes close and the nose is unable to be used for breathing due to the constriction of moist membranes.

The spray, which is made by the Weapo Corporation of America, is a non-toxic substance which may be nullified by rinsing the eyes and washing the skin with soap and water.

Rose May, Security Commissioner for Student Government, was responsible for the Student Government's endorsement of Chem-Shield as a method of crime prevention.

"It doesn't make you safe, but if carried in the hand rather than in a pocket, you may be able to ward off a possible attacker," stated May in support of her program.

May feels the spray is better protection than a weapon which could seriously harm both victim and attacker.

May stated, "The selling of Chem-Shield in the bookstore may eliminate the false sense of security which presides at Notre Dame, but mainly we are hoping the off-campus students will consider carrying Chem-Shield when walking to and from the campus."

In addition to the spray, May conducted an inspection of the night lighting situation at the University with Notre Dame Security.

Student Government is also developing a poster campaign urging students to lock their doors to prevent crime.

Prevention has not been confined to the individual; several dorms are taking crime prevention measures.

All doors on men's dorms, except for the main entrance, will be locked after 7:00 p.m. Zahn Hall has installed a system similar to the detex system used in

After dawn's first light

Cadets honor Edmund Fitzgerald

by Kathy Horak
Associated Press Writer

DETROIT (AP)—Just after dawn's chilly first light Monday, 80 cadets from the Great Lakes Maritime Academy will stand at silent attention as two wreaths are dropped into Grand Traverse Bay.

They will honor the crewmen of the freighter Edmund Fitzgerald, which sank with all 29 hands during a vicious storm on Lake Superior five years ago, on Nov. 10, 1975.

The investigation into the final voyage of the enormous ore carrier was officially closed with a U.S. Coast Guard report in July 1977. But the legend of the Edmund Fitzgerald sur­ vives, in a haunting ballad of singer Gordon Lightfoot and as a testimonial to the treacherous gales of November and the Great Lakes sailors who defy them.

At Mariners' Church in downtown Detroit, the Rev. Richard Ingalls will toll the

sanctuary bell 29 times Sunday when special services mark the Fitzgerald anniversary.

"We keep it alive every year. It's one significant tragedy that will keep alive our recognition of what the Great Lakes are and the personnel who work them," Ingalls said in an interview.

He said he remembers the

Diplomats prepare Iran negotiations

Washington (AP) — The diplomatic team sent to Algiers by President Carter is carrying a pledge of non-intervention in Iran's internal affairs along with an explanation of the difficulties in meeting other terms for freeing the 52 American hostages. U.S. officials said yesterday.

"We would like to be as positive as possible, but they have to understand the legal and other complications," one official, who asked not to be identified, told The Associated Press. "Generally, it's a positive response."

But, and other officials stressed, returning the assets of the late Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and cancelling all claims against Iran — the conditions laid down by the Iranian parliament on Nov. 2 — would be extremely difficult to arrange for legal and other reasons.

"It's hard to say what flexibility, if any, there is in the Iranian position," said the official, who has closely followed the hostage crisis. "It's also difficult to say how much will there is in the end the thing."

The U.S. mission, headed by Deputy Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher, flew to Algiers yesterday in an attempt to prevent unwanted intruders from entering the hall. The Grace and Flanner Towers will be have a new lock system installed as a crime prevention measure.

Autumn: time for the out-of-doors. See related photos on pages 3 and 5 (Photos by Helen Odar).
has been appointed acting director of campus ministry at the University of Notre Dame by Prof. Timothy O'Meara, provost. He succeeds Bishop William J. Hovan, C.S.C., who left for Rome on October 13 after a brief illness. Fr. Fitzgerald, 37, is a native of Chicago who entered the Holy Cross novitiate in 1961, received his bachelor's degree from Notre Dame in 1965, his M.A. in theology from Holy Cross College, Washington, D.C., in 1968 and was ordained in 1969. He taught for seven years at Notre Dame High School in Naples, Ill., before coming to Moreau Seminary in 1976 where he subsequently directed those seminars, a graduate students in undergraduate studies at Notre Dame and worked part-time in campus ministry. He was named associate director of campus ministry in 1977. — The Observer

Voting Carter out, Reagan in
will cost taxpayers $1 million to complete the White House transition. By adding Jimmy Carter to the list of ex-presidents, taxpayers are paying $1 million more than the 1984 presidential election. The cost will be $1 million per year. The cost to support Richard M. Nixon and Gerald R. Ford. Of the $1 million Congress is expected to appropriate for the change in the executive branch before the end of the year, $2 million is earmarked for President-elect Reagan's transition to the Oval Office. The remaining $1 million is shared by Carter and Vice President Walter F. Mondale in their first six months of office to write their official histories. The air fare or travel costs of moving Carter back to Georgia and Reagan to Washington from California will be paid out of the $3 million. The same is true of the office staff. But Carter, Reagan and their staffs will have to pay out of their own pocket to move their household goods and furniture into and out of the nation's capital, according to Robert Williams, a budget officer with the General Services Administration. — AP

U.S. Roman Catholic bishops tangled briefly yesterday over a proposed pastoral letter on Marxist activity that some bishops wanted to say Christianity and communism allow any dialogue or cooperation in causes of world peace and eradicating global poverty. Bishop Sabino Ghotbzadeh's release. — The Observer

The Observer is published Monday through Friday from 7-4 p.m. of the afternoon prior to publication, they will not be accepted. Blurbs, unfortunately, are not accepted. Blurbs must be submitted by campus and off-campus organizations. All blurbs must be submitted by campus and off-campus organizations. In the future, to exchange ideas, laughs, plans. And when we were sitting around at dawn, still waiting for the story, it became easier to talk about the future, to exchange ideas, laughs, plans. Soon we found ourselves meeting outdoors of the office, at bars and parties, to study, or just to talk more. And not just shop talk. Now we get enough criticism from friends, other students, and faculty members, from everything to Spooner's getting enough coverage to reporters falling asleep in class (from the all-nighter last Friday). We don't need to stir it up ourselves, inadvertent or deliberately. Sometimes all we've got is the Observer. I regret running the parody and apologizing to Frank Costello and Craig. Next time, I'll save it for The Abuser. And I hope, Frank, people won't stop calling you at all hours and playing your door with copies of the article. And I'm sorry, too, those people are on campus.

Typhoon Betty has left 36 people dead and 58 others missing in the Philippines. Damage is estimated at more than $100 million, authorities said after surveying the destruction. President Ferdinand E. Marcos declared four more provinces disaster areas from the storm, one of the most powerful typhoons to hit the Philippines in 10 years. Earlier, seven provinces, including the rice-growing central Luzon Plains, were labeled disaster areas. The Office of Civil Defense said almost 33,000 people were in need of relief, including many whose homes were destroyed in the typhoon, which struck last week. The hardest hit area was Nueva Vizcaya, 85 miles north of Manila, where the Red Cross said 2,500 people were dead and 30 missing. — AP

Spending a week in jail, former Iranian Foreign Minister Sadeq Ghotbzadeh has been released from a Tehran prison by the Islamic revolutionary council. Ghotbzadeh was one of the Iranian embassy in Rome reporters yesterday. Revolutionary guards had arrested Ghotbzadeh last week after he was accused of sowing division and demonstrating against the Iranian regime. The incident was related to a bitter protest by the Iranian guards who seized the American hostages more than one year ago. The embassy official said he had no further details on Ghotbzadeh's release. — AP

Fair and seasonal today with highs in the mid 40s. Evening temperatures are expected to dip into the low 30s. Tomorrow will be sunny and cool with highs again in the 40s. — AP
Advisor for 'The Exorcist'

Nicola speaks on Exorcism

By Sheila Shevock

Fr. John Nicola, the technical advisor for the movie, spoke on the movie. The Exorcist spoke on exorcism to a completely captivated audience in a library auditorium last night.

Fr. Nicola spoke of a "ladder of being" as the hierarchy for a belief in some sort of spiritual intelligence, starting with animals, working up to a good or evil intellect. At the bottom of this ladder is existence itself. "Spirituality," along with the next "rang," there is life, plant life, with the ability of entitee atoms. Next on the ladder are animals with their power to sense and predict natural events. The next are animals because of his ability to think and because he has a spiritual soul. Then, at the top of the ladder, is God, the perfect being or master of the universe. According to Fr. Nicola, between man and God, there is a missing link. In order for the ladder to make sense, some sort of spiritual creature that has an intellect and a will must superior man, some sort of being which has the power to move an object from place to place, must exist. According to Fr. Nicola, this missing link in fact angels and fallen angels, devils or demons. Exorcism is used when these evil spiritual powers that are beyond man are at work.

A priest for the diocese of Chicago, Fr. Nicola has also taught demonology at Catholic University and holds degrees in Theology and Philosophy. Fr. John Nicola spoke in detail to his captive audience of an actual exorcism of a 13 year old boy. This exorcism was the basis for the movie, The Exorcist.

Fr. Nicola said that 3 or 4 exorcism takes place place per year in the United States alone. The are an everyday occurrence in 1/8 of the world. Yet, though the numbers of exorcisms in the U.S. are low, there seems to be an increased awareness of the reality and nature of demonic activity, and thereby an inroad towards greater spiritual awareness. Fr. Nicola explained to the crowd that even though the industrialized western world feels sorry for the "underdeveloped" eastern world, the people of the western world feel even more sorry for us because we have lost sight of real spiritual existence.

At St. Mary's

Officer plan many activities

By Kathryn Dale and Anne Jane Dregalla

In recent weeks, the Saint Mary's elevators have become crowded with flurries of announcements of activities taking place around campus. Saint Mary's class officers have a full slate of activities lined up for the fall semester, and are hopeful of high participation among both students. Class president, is dedicating much of this year to developing a good working relationship with Notre Dame women. The seniors will give blood in the Blood Bank for use by the student body and community. The sophomores also have initiated several other class activities, including the first in a series of Sunday ND/SMC "Rec Nights" in Angela. They plan an open gym along with organized volleyball and all are encouraged to join.

The sophomores also have been sponsoring a Speakers Series, with the final speaker being Tony Campbell, this Thursday at 7 p.m. in the St. Paulon Lounge. Later this month the sophomores will be having a Thanksgiving Hayride. In December, they are looking forward to the Christmas Bazaar and a very special ABROAD night where they will have airmail paper and envelopes have lost for all to write their fellow scholars abroad.

Freshman Council Chairman Kathleen Murphy says the council is still in the organizational stage. At the moment they are planning a Freshman Tailgater with hot chocolate and donuts, and a "candy cane to your sweet heart" booth at the Christmas Bazaar. The first freshman newsletter will be released this Friday.

Blood drive continues this week

Students from the following halls will give blood in the Student Health Center from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on the days indicated: Breen-Phillips and Grace—November 12, 19; Lewis and Cavanaugh—November 18, 19, 20; Zahm and Pangborn—December 2, 3.

Last year contributions by freshmen and sophomores were part of a record 12,000 units of blood drawn by the Central Blood Bank for use by the sick in Saint Joseph County hospitals.
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UNIVERSITY HAIR STYLISTS

FULL SERVICE UNISEX CENTER

HAIR CUTTING SPECIALISTS

Our master stylists have the up-to-date and conventional styles for the men and women of the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses.

Let us take care of all your hair care needs.

We also have a full line of retail hair products and are located on campus for your convenience.

Fall guys

Standing amidst the daily deluge of leaves, these able greenhoppers eradicate the campus of the botanical abundance (Photo by Helen Oder) .

Molarity now in book form

ON THE ROAD

TO SELLING OUT

A collection of Michael Molinelli's best comic strips from 1977-1979 is available to you at your home. COMING SOON TO NOTRE DAME/SAIN T MARY'S BOOKSTORES

Don't Wait: Order Now!

Clip & Mail to:

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ Zip ____
State ________

Please send me _________________________ copies of Molarity at $2.95. Add $.50 per copy for shipping. Enclosed is my check/money order.

219-283-4395

Notre Dame, IN 46556

J
Another Saturn revelation
Voyager I discovers gaseous cloud

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - Voyager 1, speeding to its rendezvous with Saturn's mysterious moon Titan, gave scientists yet another surprise Monday with the discovery of a huge cloud of hydrogen gas surrounding the ringed planet.

The hydrogen cloud forms a ring several hundred thousand miles thick around the planet, William Sandel of the University of Southern California said at a news conference. He said the hydrogen apparently leaks atom by atom from Titan's bizarre atmosphere, which seems to be mostly methane, or natural gas.

"The presence of hydrogen in the atmosphere of Saturn has been known for some time, but we didn't know how this hydrogen was distributed," he said. "The shape ... we actually saw doesn't conform well at all to what was expected."

Scientists had anticipated a very narrow ring of gas mostly restricted to the orbit of Titan, rather than the broader cloud, Sandel said.

"This means some mechanism, which we don't know, is operating to spread the hydrogen over a much larger region of space," he said.

Titan late Tuesday on its way to Wednesday's close pass by the ringed planet itself. The far-ranging spacecraft, within 2 million miles of Saturn's churning yellow cloud tops Monday, was for the first time revealing details on some of Saturn's flock of 15 known moons.

Also yesterday, a Voyager scientist theorized that Saturn's famous glistening rings might contain dozens of moon-like objects that cause their puzzling complexity.

Instead of the traditionally counted six broad rings, Voyager is finding hundreds of small but distinct ringlets of frothy debris reaching out from the planet.

Torrance Johnson said the unexpected structure means "the classical theories (that explain the rings) are going to have to be modified."

He said the recently discovered and still-unnamed 15th moon of Saturn seems to control the outer edge of the most brilliant rings and "we'll be looking for small satellites (from about five to 50 miles in diameter) within the rings themselves. It seems possible hundreds of bodies of major size could be in there."

Voyager I, which blasted off in September, 1977, from Cape Canaveral, Fla., has already rendezvoused with Jupiter. After its encounter with Saturn, it will move out of the solar system and into deep space. Voyager II is due to pass by Saturn next August and will continue toward a rendezvous with Uranus in 1986.

ATLANTA (AP) - Five slumbers known for having solved murders in their own cities conveyed on Atlanta to Monday to help begin solving local murder cases, the killer, or killers, responsible for the deaths or disappearances of 15 black children.

The five — including a detective who came out of retirement to join the hunt here — were arriving from New York, Los Angeles, Oakland, Detroit and Stamford, Conn.

Meanwhile, in New Jersey, a self-proclaimed psychic who spent four days in Atlanta aiding investigators predicted a major break in the case could occur Wednesday.

"Now I could be off 24 hours either way," said Dorothy Allison of Nutley, N.J., "but I'm expecting some of the first answers in this on the 12th."

She predicted the possible answer of "off of the two, and maybe three killers, who aren't acting together."

Over 900 volunteers joined a search of a southeast Atlanta neighborhood during the week-long search, the fourth such hunt in Atlanta in many weeks, but turned up no clues to the killings of 11 children and the disappearance of four others over the last 16 months.

After the searchers went through brush and weeds Saturday, theLatest victim, 9-year-old Aaron Jackson, was found Nov. 2, a day after he disappeared. Police said he was strangled.

The five homicide investigators, who helped break major murder cases in their home cities, Pierie Brooks, who retired after 29 years of police work, was captain in police division in Los Angeles that cracked the "Ozon Field" murders, later the Joseph Wambaugh's book of the same name.

Lt. George Myer, commander of the major case investigative division in Stamford, has solved several multi-murder cases in his 21 years of police work, including the so-called "Parkway Bia Murders," the slayings of seven black workers.

Charlie Nanton was sent from New York City, where he helped solve the 1979 murders of three elderly victims known as "The Lower East Side Killings."

The Art Hel of Detroit's homicide squad solved several multi-murder cases in the "Brown Gang Murders" — 15 separate killings.

and Arnold Malek, Alger's ambassador in Washington, was for the first time in the capital expected to cast his bold predictions.

R. Malek, Algeria's ambassador in Washington, delivered the formal text of the Iranian conditions to Christopher early last week and later returned three times to the State Department for further consultations with American officials.

Informed sources said the Algerian government has assured both parties of its will to continue acting as intermediary as long as necessary, and is prepared to offer an Algerian aircraft to fly the hostages out of Iran if and when the Iranians are ready to release them.

Algeria was expected to relay the American reply to Iran within hours.

The U.S. Embassy spokesman said it was not immediately clear when Christopher would return to Washington.

The State Department said Christopher was accompanied to Algiers by Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs Harold Saunders; Deputy Treasury Secretary Robert Carwell; State Department Legal Officer Robert Owen and Arnold L. Raphael, a special assistant to Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie.

---
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The Brarney Stone?

By Ed Blanche
Associated Press Writer

Ronald Reagan's election climax
marks a rags-to-eminence saga
that began when his
grandfather left a shanty
in Ireland in the potato famine
of the 1840s. British and Irish
genealogists said Monday.
Further back, they said, there is
royal blood.

Reagan is descended from
Brian Boru, an 11th century
high king of all Ireland and the
Emerald Isle's first national be-
or, according to experts from
Dublin's research organization of
London and Hibernian Re-
search based in Dublin.

Boru ironically died at
the hour of his greatest triumph,
defeating Viking invaders at
Clontarf near Dublin in 1014.
That victory ended the pillaging
Norsemen's influence in
Ireland.

A Debrett's spokesman said a
branch of Reagan's family tree
goes back to a nephew of Boru
who belonged to the Regans
(the way the name was spelled
them) of Munster, one of
Ireland's ancient provinces.

The investigators said the
Reagan family, or Regan and
O'Regan in the traditional Irish
spelling, left County Tipperary,

the IRISH site closest to the
poverty line, after the Great
Famine of the 1840s.

The search centered on par-
ish records in Ireland and grave-
stones in County Tipperary
cemeteries. These showed that
Reagan's great-grandfather,
Michael O'Regan, left the im-
poverished village of Dooleis
between 1843 and 1848 and
went to England looking for
work.

The family home was a rough,
one-story stone cottage.

Debbie's genealogical re-
searcher, Hugh Peskeith, said
Michael O'Regan probably was
the only member of the family
who could read or write.

River City Records Welcomes an evening with
HARRY CHAPIN

Tuesday, December 9 • 8:00 p.m.
Morris Civic Auditorium • South Bend
Tickets: $9.50/$8.50 Reserved
Tickets on sale Wednesday, Nov. 12, at
10:00 a.m. at River City Records, 50970
U.S. 31 North, ONLY!
Limit 1 per person! Call 277-4242 for further information!

AN EVENING WITH

FRANK ZAPPA

Friday, November 14 • 8:00 p.m.
Notre Dame ACC
Tickets: $9.00/$8.00 all seats reserved. Good seats still
available at the ACC Box Office and River City Records,
50970 U.S. 31 North — 3 miles north of campus.

$1.00 OFF!

RIVER CITY RECORDS
Northern Indiana's Largest Selection of
Albums & Tapes at Lowest Prices!
Why pay more at the malls?

Open until 10:00 every night.
• ND/SWC checks cashed • 120.00
• Record crates available.

River City Records
50970 U.S. 31 North
3 miles from campus
277-4242
OD'd on Space Invaders

New York (AP) — For two hours one day, Bill Heineman held off the alien invaders with his laser cannons, vaporizing them before they could land on Earth and destroy civilization as we know it.

"Fweep, fweep, fweep," went the lasers. "Krrch, krrch, krrch," went the doomed invaders, insidious and persistent.

After two hours, Heineman ended his defense. The invaders were still coming, but he had accomplished his goal: he was winner of the national finals of the Space Invaders computer video game.

In Space Invaders, an army of aliens appears on a television screen, and it is up to the player to kill them off before they land on Earth or bomb the player's laser. After each army is dispensed with, another appears.

William F. Grubb, vice president of Warner Communication's Electronic Entertainment Division, which make Space Invaders, said the popularity of the game is "incredible."

"We're in the age of electronics, and after 'Star Wars,' space became a very popular theme," he said.

Grubb said the company received letters from fans disclosing their high scores and asking about others' triumphs. The company set up a contest to find a champion.

A thousand enthusiasts competed at regional contests in San Jose, Calif., Los Angeles, Dallas-Fort Worth, and Chicago. And Saturday, 4,000 people took part in the New York competition.

On Monday, five finalists fought it out before relatives, reporters, friends and Warner officials.

First to go was Steve Marmel, 15, of Chicago, who allowed an invader to land after he had accumulated 28,000 points.

The other four survived until contest organizers called a halt two hours later.

The winners were announced in Miss America fashion - the last place finisher, Marmel, named first. Then there was Robert Merek, 16, of Dallas, with 108,400 points; Frank Tatro, 14, of Yorktown Heights, N.Y., 133,300 points; Hing Ng, 16, of San Francisco, 153,300 points.

At last, came the top finisher, Heineman, of Whittier, Calif., with 165,200 points.

The points are computed by the number of invaders and asteroids shot down during the game.

Heineman, a high school senior who wants to be a computer programmer, won a $2,500 computer game for his efforts.
S.M.C. senior council says no to death march
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The idea of tradition not only appears to be inevitably linked with the concept of universality, but it is viewed as the ultimate stamp of approval upon any event with which it is associated. Recognition, however, that tradition-
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Dear Editor,
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The other day I bought and read Bill Toohey's new book, Life after Birth. I had to read it. It's an excellent statement. Everybody should read it.

I did not know the man, I never read anything he wrote before. I only heard one of his homilies. I had only a brief conversation with him in his room when he welcomed me to Flanner. I found him to be a warm and genuine person. The day before he was stricken I saw him sitting in the sun—that's the one person. The day caught as those who cried. I wanted to know found him to be a mystery. Everybody should read it. The grief people at his funeral touched me during his illness, through his death, never admit it why the landslide? people at his closet a Republican vote. Why the landslide?

Tuesday's election was astonishing. Most political observers had expected the Presidential race to be a close contest between Carter and Reagan. The day before the election was over, Jimmy Carter graciously conceded and John Anderson failed to answer the bell. Why the landslide? Why the landslide?

Bill's death saddened me. The grief was considerahle for him. I live now, not I, but Christ lives. I think Bill Toohey was a Prophet, whatever he means to them, the only one who somehow, by the power of God, gives it power. Rather, it is that he has dreamt and seen visions. They are those who are the uninhibited tears of young people. They are his words and his book is a book on life.

The company is run by students in Associate Prof. Elizabeth Christman's book publishing class. The Press is the nation's only independent student publishing company. The cartoons themselves begin with the first Molarity strip to appear in The Observer, and cover a variety of topics, from Saint Mary's parietals system to parties and the housing lottery.

The book features Molarity's hero, Jim Mole, "the proverbial anti-hero whip, and his roommates, Chuck Mason ("my link with the absurd"), Mitch ("the quintessential Notre Dame male"), and the swave Diana ("Dion is Dion, and that's enough for him"). Brenda and Cheryl will also appear.

Molarity: On The Road To Selling Out, a collection of Observer cartoonist Mike Molinelli's popular comic strips, will be on sale this Thursday in the Notre Dame bookstore. 1200 copies of the book have been published by Jupiter Press, the nation's only independent student publishing company.

Molinelli, a four-year architecture student, was asked to submit a collection of cartoons for the class' consideration last summer. He delivered a selection in September, and the class approved it over other student manuscripts submitted. The book features cartoon strips from Molinelli's first two years cartooning for The Observer.

Molinelli acknowledges that "it was kind of hard" for him to select which of the two hundred or so cartoons in his portfolio to print. He finally "picked out the funny ones, and after picking out those five, chose the ones crucial in introducing the characters, then the ones that got the biggest response."

The book features Molarity's hero, Jim Mole, "the proverbial anti-hero whip, and his roommates, Chuck Mason ("my link with the absurd"), Mitch ("the quintessential Notre Dame male"), and the swave Diana ("Dion is Dion, and that's enough for him"). Brenda and Cheryl will also appear.

The cartoons themselves begin with the first Molarity strip to appear in The Observer, and cover a variety of topics, from Saint Mary's parietals system to parties and the housing lottery.

The price of the book is $2.95. Molinelli will be available to autograph copies at an autograph party on Thursday, from 3 to 5 p.m. in La Fortune's Rathskeller.

Molly Wolufe

ON THE ROAD TO SELLING OUT

Michael Molinelli

Mark Ferron
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Campus

Jorge Bolet will perform in concert Tuesday in O’Laughlin Auditorium of Saint Mary’s College at 8 p.m. Bolet’s program for the evening will include Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words,” Opus 19; Schum. ma’s “Carnival,” Opus 9; Chop- in’s “Sonata in E Flat minor,” Opus 53; and “Value Impromptu” and “Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12” by Liszt.

Tickets for the concert, which is sponsored by the Performing Arts Series at Saint Mary’s, are $4 for the general public and $2 for students. For reservations contact Saint Mary’s Ticket Office at 284-4176.

Skiers meet tonight

The ski team will meet tonight in Room 1C of LaFortune at 7:30 p.m. Anyone who plans on going to Vermont must bring their $50 deposit. Information about the trip will be given.

Molarity

"WHILE A MAN RESTS ON A SPACE IN WHICH THERE IS A SMALL CIRCLE, IT CANNOT BE CAPTURED"

Michael Molinelli

Peanuts®

THE RULES FOR PARCEHIS!

Charles M. Schulz

The Daily Crossword

Copyright © 1980 by Chicago Tribune-N. Y. News Synd. Inc. All Rights Reserved

Student Legal Services

BASEMENT NOTRE DAME LAW SCHOOL
LEGAL AID AND DEFENDER ASSOCIATION
Room B-12 283-7795 9-4:30
other times by appointment

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS

Campus Telephone Books Will Be Available
To you November 13, 15, & 16 9:00 am to 4:00 pm Student Government Offices 2nd Floor- LaFortune

ONE BOOK PER HOUSE

TONIGHT AT LEE’S

$2.00 Pitchers

with Purchase of Dinner

GOOD BAR-B-QUE

AND BREWS, AT LEE'S!
The Bottom Ten voters had a lot of pressure taken off of them this week by the schedule makers, who provided them with three games between ranked teams. In East Lansing, the Northwestern Wildcats rolled over Michigan State (27-12). Northwestern coach Rick Vencuri summed up his team's play when he said, "All afternoon it seemed like we were facing first and ninety-six." Colorado, coming off a disappointing win last week, took on travelling Gong Show on the road to Stillwater, where Chuck Barry Fairbanks' squad lost to Oklahoma State, 42-7. Cincinnati, a team that was due for the verge of a perfect season, choked down a 10-0 deficit to beat Memphis State, 14-10. The win was the Bearcats' first in thirteen tries.

So Michigan State, Oklahoma State, and Cincinnati have been put on Bottom Ten probation for this week. As everyone knows, Wisconsin is building a fine Bottom Ten program. This week, they got a little help from their fans. Eight times Michigan quarterback John Wangler was put to the line of scrimmage, and eight times Wangler's squad backed off, unable to hear his signals. The first three times it happened, the officials warned the crowd to quiet down. The next three stoppages each cost the Badgers one TD out. The seventh interruption resulted in a "half the distance" penalty and a Michigan first down. After the eighth time and another penalty, the Wolverines were on the Wisconsin 5-yard line, from where even deaf people could score.

A special Bottom Ten salute goes out this week to Delaware State. The Hornets allowed Portland State to score but took the game, 10-7. For the second game in a row, Delaware State has lost on the field, 10-5. You may remember Portland State as the team that beat Cal-Poly Pomona 97-3 two weeks ago.

Here are the rankings:
1) Northwestern (0-10)
2) In the Big Ten to stay, in the Bottom Ten to stay
3) Oregon State (0-8) moves up a notch after loss to Washington State
4) Colorado (1-8) - the Buffs are back!
5) UTEP (1-9) (continued on page 11)

Although Notre Dame did not fare so well in last weekend's regional field hockey championships in Michigan: Head Coach Jan Galen seems satisfied with the results of her first year on the job.

"I'm very happy with the season despite our losing record," she says. "Besides, if we could take away the losses to Division I teams, we would have a winning record."

"Most of our games were extremely close; they could have gone either way. I think we had the basic skills of the game okay. We just needed some more scoring."

The Irish, a Division II team, finished the season with a mark of 8-12, which is better than that of last year's squad - and Galen is already looking ahead to next year. "We'll be a young team," she admits, "but our entire defense is staying. We're only losing three players, and I'm looking towards recruiting some girls from the soccer squad."

In the regionals, all three Indiana teams, including state champion Valparaiso, dropped their first round matches and thus were eliminated from the competition. Notre Dame lost a very even contest 1-0 to Northern Michigan, a team Galen termed "the nicest we've ever played all season." Northern Michigan scored the lone goal in the first minute of the game. Pat Crowell and Janet Halvin had superb games, and Giana Marrone was playing at her best." Galen also credits goalkeeper Debbie Rachl for a tremendous job in the nets.

Although Notre Dame went on to lose to eventual champion Eastern Illinois, who beat Day-

ton in the tournament finals. Both Dayton and Eastern Illinois have advanced to the national championships in Edwardsville, Illinois.

...1980

(canceled from page 12)

puppies and hog jowls, these relatively narrow-minded thought schemes may seem alien to your regional heritage.

But the hate runs deep through those宅.

In Bear country, and most of the surrounding suburbs, Notre Dame football connotes memories more poignant in more than General Lee's gratuitous surrender along round about 1865.

"We've been to the barn three times and got burned," said coach Paul "Bear" Bryant after the last of three distinctly disturbing football losses to Notre Dame here in 1976.

At the time, in fact, the Bear himself wasn't so sure he'd ever have a shot at the Irish, with retirement age so close and the 1980 schedule so far away. Said Bryant, "This is getting worse with age."

But the Bear must have been looking at the scoreboard these last few years. He's seen the South - Minnesota, Tennessee, Clemson, and Georgia Tech come to mind - rise again, putting the squeeze on the Irish Catholic time and time again since Bama's three-point loss to Notre Dame in '76.

Such hardships of good tidings and the Bear's relentless pursuit of every other record in the books seem to have brought Bryant to what he calls "the nicest I've ever been able to savor even one victory over college football's most ballyhoo-ed monument."

Not to mention, at least four occasions during the last 15 years when Notre Dame has cost Alabama national titles. Cracked one wisty descendant of Jefferson Davis, "Alabamans still have trouble digesting the mathematics of selecting a national football champion."

Especially where Notre Dame is involved.

To act the record straight, Bear Bryant's record in 36 years of coaching is mind-boggling. He has won 303 football games (80 in 23 years at alma mater Alabama), a mark just shy of Ammon Arizona State's all-time record for wins in a career. His teams have earned six different varieties of the oft-mythical national championship and he is the only coach ever to win 100 games in a decade.

Hometown has led Alabama to 23 consecutive bowl appearances (26 overall) and won 12 SEC titles during his Tuscaloosa reign. John David Crow, Joe Namath, Ken Stabler - all are Bryant-produced ballplayers. In fact, 42 former Bryant players and coaches have made their way to the head coaching ranks on the NCAA and professional levels.

One poll actually awarded Bryant "SEC Coach of the Century" honors not too long ago. And, of course, he's even appeared on the cover of Time.

But he's never beaten Notre Dame. That fact alone haunts him as much today as four years ago when Alabama journalists, after the Tide's third straight loss to the Irish (the three-point regular season defeat succedent two-point and one-point bowl game dumpings), went on about the "victims" of Notre Dame's "lifelong psyche," namely Bear, wondering if the misery would ever end. Believe me, when writers start groping for bigotry descriptions of our #4 team, I'm not too impressed.

This week in Birmingham - the land where football is a way of life, not just religion - Bear Bryant will have a chance to add to his list of coaching feats, a victory sweeter than any other south of Mason- Dixon.

If Notre Dame and Alabama hadn't won a game all year, Saturay's episode would still merit a chapter all its own in any college football history book. That's because the Bear's been waiting for one shot at the Irish all his life. This may be his last.
Dr. Tom Kelly and the interhall office are looking for students to referee the upcoming interhall basketball season. This is a paid position and interested students are asked to call 6100 as soon as possible. Officiating clinics will begin shortly.

Student basketball tickets may be picked up at the second floor ticket window of the ACC from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. Students interested in purchasing tickets for the Nov. 26 game will go on sale to the general public.

For information, contact the ACC at 233-4486.

Saturday's Alabama game is being held on Tuesday, November 15 at 10 a.m. The course will be entirely on the Notre Dame campus utilizing the golf course, lake trails and campus roads. Notre Dame undergraduates, graduates, faculty and staff may enter. Separate divisions for men and women in each category (graduate, undergraduate, faculty and staff) will be set up. If you wish to come, you must come to the interhall office (C-2) in the ACC to complete insurance and entry forms before Wednesday, November 14.

Army ticket refunds for Notre Dame or St. Mary's students who ordered an individual game ticket and did not use it will be available. The refund will be in the form of cash at the ticket window during working hours of Thursday through Monday.

Lacrosse players that still have equipment should bring it to Rich O'Leary's office on Wednesday by 2:45 p.m.

Classifieds

NOTICES

SOTMAC PHOTOGRAPHERS: I need someone to take pictures for a model show this Monday. Contact me at 233-6749.

POISON IVY TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES. If you need typing quickly for the holidays, I will type it as fast and as accurate as possible. You will need to pay for 500 words minimum. Call 284-5179.

EXPERIENCE hostess staff and do typing in her home. Convenient to ND. Recent completed typing of typing finals available. Call 272-1363.

WANT TO BE seen? модель? 73544

MATION

TYPING EXPERTLY AT REASONABLE RATES. If you need typing quickly for the holidays, I will type it as fast and as accurate as possible. You will need to pay for 500 words minimum. Call 284-5179.

School of Finance and Accounting. Please call 284-5179.

WANTED

Confused about what to wear when you have a date? This is a great time to do some last minute shopping for that special someone. I have a few ideas for you to consider.

Pumpkins and gourds are still in season, so why not give them a try? They are not only good for decorations, but also for baking. You can find pumpkin pie and pumpkin bread at most grocery stores. And don't forget about the famous pumpkin spice lattes that are popular this time of year!

If you're looking for something more unique, consider getting a handmade sweater or scarf from a local artist. These items make great gifts and are sure to be appreciated by the recipient.

Remember, it's important to be creative and choose a gift that reflects the person you're giving it to. Happy holidays!

Sports Briefs

by The Observer and The Associated Press

The interhall six-mile run will be held on Saturday, November 15 at 10 a.m. The course will be entirely on the Notre Dame campus utilizing the golf course, lake trails and campus roads. Notre Dame undergraduates, graduates, faculty and staff may enter. Separate divisions for men and women in each category (graduate, undergraduate, faculty and staff) will be set up. If you wish to come, you must come to the interhall office (C-2) in the ACC to complete insurance and entry forms before Wednesday, November 14.

Army ticket refunds for Notre Dame or St. Mary's students who ordered an individual game ticket and did not use it will be available. The refund will be in the form of cash at the ticket window during working hours of Thursday through Monday.

Lacrosse players that still have equipment should bring it to Rich O'Leary's office on Wednesday by 2:45 p.m.
Oilers prevail over Patriots

Houston (AP) — Ken Stabler fired three scoring passes, two in a three-touchdown second period, and Earl Campbell scored twice as the Houston Oilers thwarted a furious New England comeback and beat the Patriots 28-24 in National Football League action last night.

Steve Grogan repeatedly railed New England, throwing three touchdown passes in the second half. And when Mont Tusup recovered an onsite kick with barely a minute to play, the Patriots were on the verge of an extraordinary victory. But after driving from the Houston 48 to the Houston 19-yard line with 55 seconds to play, Grogan overthrew a pass to big things in the black and white, poorly produced closed-circuit

1-2-3/4 in 1980

Gary Grassey

It was only September 5th. But already, the Huntsville (Ala.) News headline reading the information readers of the South in November reserved in lieu of a top-of-the-line Irish — southern style.

The article, which appeared in newspapers all across the South, was "conveniently" bateful. Irish coach Dan Devine has categorized it as "suggested reading for his players in this week's information packet on upcoming opponents. This usually makes for interesting reading on Friday night rides.

And couldn't you just picture the local plantation owners with their vellum papers barking on their front stoops on a sticky September evening, sucking mint juleps, bespeaking the praises of that grand institution just a few miles down the road in Tuscaloosa.

"Ole Bear's got us up there on them boys this year," one of the un窭ouled superstars of the Alabama's 67-year-old, grizzly-faced football team said this week. "It's just as bad as a loss," sighed Mike Coury.

"And I think if you ask anyone else in this lockerroom they'll tell you the same thing."

Oklahoma game to decide bids

ATLANTA — The Omni, Peachtree Street and one of the largest, most modern airports in the world ... This is Atlanta.

The highest crime rate in the nation, the Atlanta Braves and a 3-3 tie. That too is Atlanta.

But you can't blame the city — at least not for this tie. No one down here even cared about the game to be played at Grant Field. The heart and mind of every Georgian was with Vince Dooley and his bulldogs in Jackson. Where his undefeated Bulldogs would defend the state's pride against the Gators of Florida. Georgia Tech was 1-7 and about as inept as a porcupine in a balloon factory. And no one much cared that Notre Dame was the top-ranked team in the nation either. They figured the Bulldogs should have been number-one all along.

And so, at gametime, a mere 40,000 people were on hand to soak up a little sunshine, southern hospitality and watch a massacre unfold.

But there was to be no massacre on this sunny Georgia Saturday. There was not even to be a winner. Notre Dame and Georgia Tech banged heads for the better part of 60 minutes and when it was over they had proved absolutely nothing at all.

Ah, but you'd have never guessed it if you happened to stick your head in the Yellow Jacket lockerroom where the celebration resembled Broad Street after the Phillips won the Series.

"Hey, this is great!" exclaimed Tech's senior safety, Lawrence Lowe.

"I'm against ties," admitted coach Bill Curry, "but I'll take this one anytime. This is definitely the high point of our season."

Certainly not the kind of comments one expects from a state basketball and football champion team. But maybe it really isn't a good idea to worry about anybody or anything but the next opponent — in this case, Alabama.